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and paticnce it requires to be so well oriented in the jungle of the various theories and conceptions of
language as, judging by his book, the author can beyond doubt be said to be.
Unfortunately a review like this one do es not permit even a brief account of Kállay's literary
analysis. However, this might not totally be to our disadvantage. A reference in passing could never
do justice to his brilliant characterisation of Iago-this
including, by the way, that of Roderigo and
Cassio as well (96-123), or to the expert portrait of Othello (124-58), which, at the same time, is
wonderfully revealing about the tme nature of the relationship between man and \Voman (esp. 150
and passim). This, ultimately, need not puzzle us. Since, according to the author, in the sequence of
Shakespeare's "four great tragedies" (Ham/et, Othello, King Lear and Macbeth) "Othello-with
the
archetypal metaphor ofmarriage, ofbecoming onejlesh in its middle-problematises
the possibilities of
human existence by way of enquiring into an ontology, or at least into the possibilities of an ontology
where two selves, two autonomous beings wish to exist solelyand exclusively through each other"
(95). And such a review, for its various confines, must sadly and necessarily remain in debt as regards
a truthful account of the further exciting chapters as weIl.
The greatest power of this book ultimately lies in the perfect unity the auth or achieves between
the theoretical background and practicalliterary criticism, the philosophical theses becoming reliable
and genuine tools and pillars of the textual interpretation. The legion of end-notes (238-83) and the
wide-ranging bibliography (284-98) are organically, indispensably and inalienably woven into the
living texture of the book. This book must be read, and each scholar, working in his or her specific
field, should acknow/edge and use it-a book which has not only been written but also /ived through.
Géza Kállay equally makes use of the best traditions of his discipline and the most recent results of
our day to communicate the highly original findings of his research, which-as
far as 1, from my
somewhat more distant field, am able to judge-will
surely prove to be significant indeed.
Éva B. Lörinczy

András Kertész: Heuristik der deutschen Phonologie. Eine elementare
der Problemlösung.
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest 1993. 291 pp,

Einführung

in Strategien

Has phonology found the right path-or rather just a better one-since
SPE (Chomsf.:y and Halle's
The Sound Pattem of English, published in 1968, the book that created generative phonology)? The
question arises in a theoretical sense with respect to a new book that, understandably and quite
appropriately, locates its centre ofinterest in the boundary zone bctween phonology and epistemology.
(A special mOlivation for the above question is provided by the fact that the aurhor relies, at certain
points, on theoretical insights and practical procedures of some post-SPE frameworks.)
In the wa ke of a theory that was able to establish a direct link betwee,n the phonological
component and higher-order structural levels on the one hand and to account for phonological
processes in terms of a formaI rule system on the other, it seems unfair to expect similarly monumental
accomplishments. In some respects, the past twenty-five years have been spent quite fruitfully. The
technicaI subtlety of phonological state ments has increased, their predictive force has grown.
Interdependencies between structural levels, especially those between phonology and morphology,
have become more accurately represented (primarily due to Lexical Phonology). Similarly, the study
of longer stretches of speech in correlation with rule-govemed use of suprasegmental devices has
extended the realm of phonology to larger units of communication in a wcll-constrained manner.
Losses and deficiencies, however, have been equally heavy. (i) Prompted ultimately by Chomskyan
ideas, the present-day phonologist tends to rely mainlyon linguistic intuitions, especially those ofhis
own. Breaking contact in a sense wi th phonetic observables, he concems himselfwith what might be
callcd imaginary data. (This attitude is frowned upon by the scientist, and with good reason.)
(ii) Present-day phonologies strive to make highly predictive, strict statements, normally in the form
of rules (and ordering restrictions). Comparcd to these, any attempt to dcfine an inventory of abstract
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components is often looked upon as a "golden oldies tour" into the bygone world of taxonomic
phonemics. (iii) Today's phonologist does not ask why things are the way they are (with the exception
of Natural Phonology, as far as it goes). Causal interpretations are outside his purview, even though
traditionally 'why' is the most important leitmotif in science. As a result, (iv) historicai facts have a
decorative role, if any.
The current ambition of phonology can be identified on the analogy of an important line of
research within the natural sciences. It is to be able to tell what optimally happens under certain
conditions in the phonological component of a language. This area, diverging as it is from science
proper, is known as 'technology'. Such treatment of the phonology of a language may nevertheless
have its own merits. It may be especially useful if the immediate aim is to acquaint an uninitiated
readership with the basic skills of the trade. András Kertész sets himself exactly that task, with respect
to Gerrnan. His didactic purpose can be read off the Schopenhauer quote of the introduction: it is to
explore and construct an edifice of knowledge with active participation on the part of the reader, the
result of which is 'zusammenhagend',
'deutlich', and 'gründlich'.

1. The first of the four parts ("Hintergrundkentnisse",

9--43) introduces the subject-malter of the
book starting from scratch, as is appropriate for the partictilar set of readers the book is devised for.
'Background knowledge' here actually stands for 'the basics', involving what is common in ali
divergent approaches at hand. First of ali, 'Iangue' and 'parole' , respectively 'language system' and
'speech ' are told apart, on a Saussurean basis of course, but with the add ed proviso that language use
is itself systematic. The presentation of structural levels of language is traditional and traditionally
reliable (see esp. 21-3); but a few remarks are in order here. (i) This presentation makes the
impression that structurallevels are like separate blocks with rigid walls in between. Dressler's book
(Morphonology. The dynamics of derivation. Ann Arbor 1985)-that
the author cites-is
a good
example of showing, in a fully documented manner, how this is exactly not the case wi th phonology
and morphology: those two levels blend into one another with a smooth transition in all respects. The
same conviction emanates from the whole conception of Lexical Phonology, also referred to by
Kertész (see especially K.P. Mohanan 's The theory of Lexical Phonology. Dordrecht 1986). On the
other hand, (ii) hierarchical relationships are not as purely unidirectional as they are pretended here to
be; lower levels affect higher ones, too. In this section, the author further circumscribes 'present-day'
and 'Gerrnan'. (A small note here: 'synchrony' is not a matter of time; rather, it is a chosen dimension
in which signs are contemplated.)
In accordance wi th his program, the author devotes separate subsections to logicai procedures
and maxims (from component operations of abstraction to the demands that a rule forrnulation is to
meet) that the student-as
weil as the adult scholar-should
follow in order to obtain correct and
reJevant pieces of information or conclusions. This section might seem superfluous in principle;
however, Kertész illustrates each theorem with linguistic examples and instances of linguistic
analysis. (The enjoyable logic lesson is circumspect and detailed; one principle whose inclusion the
reader misses is that of consistency, even if it is involved in a logicai derivation anyway.)
In general, the author reaches well back into the past for foundations: he demonstrates on the
basis of Trubetzkoy's theory and its extensions that 'technology', in the above sense, has its proper ro le
in gathering and forwarding scientific knowledge.
2. The opening chapter of the topical part of the book presents some basic inforrnation about phonetics
("Grundlagen der Phonetik", 44-58). The fact that at Icast some post-SPE frameworks tend to be
vague (to put it mildly) about phonetic properties (concerning both their sequential positions and the
scope of corresponding phonological features) highlights the special importance of an overview of
phonetics. This remains true even if the ovcrview is somewhat too traditional, focusing on a
description of speech organs and a classification of sound types. Two debatable po ints will suffice
here. (i) It is wrong to say that phonetics "deals with directly observable properties" (since the facts of
perccption arc far from being that). (ii) Nor is it the case that we are abJe to consider these phenomena
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"irrespective of their systematic status" (44). In fact, the appearance of phonetic qualities in speech
depends on the phonologically re\evant system of the given language. As far as classification is
concemed, Kertész's approach is characteristically Bloomfieldian (anticipating a fundamental tenet of
his phonological conception, too) in that he f~ctors 'glides' (Gleitlaute) out of what arc traditionally
taken to be dlphthongs and that he takes syllabJc consonants to be a separate class. Thus neither glides
nor syllabic consonants are se en as belonging to the appropriatc major c1asses (vowels and
consonants, respectively; cf. 54-5). This is an interesting point of disagreement; yet given that
[±syllabic] is introduced in the next chapter as a distinctive feature (or dimension), from a purely
methodological point of view it cannot be rejected. Of course, the phonetic situation is a different
matter. (Notice also that syllabic consonants are always phonologically derived in German.) Another
difficulty arises from the fact that, given the above interpretation of glidcs, diphthongs are necessarily
analysed as sequences of segments. This accords with what chapter 6 claims (106-8), referring this
time to the principle of economy. What economy means in this respect is to pos it a smaller inventory
of underlying segments-even
if at the price of having to state a larger number of rules.
3. The phonological introduction ("Grundlagen der Phonologie", 59-78) tacitly capitalizes on some
classical Praguian notions. (The author claims otherwise: he po ints out that the framework he assumes
is entire ly based on that of SPE, see 199. However, the ex temal observer is perhaps right in
recognizing the oedipal shadow of adominant father figure 100ming in the background.) Be that as it
may, Kertész cannot start describing the segmental phonological system of German without having
delineated the domain of linguistic signs he wishes to cover. Obviously, the crux of the malter is
tell ing which part of the lexical stock is to be excluded or, rather, submitted to special treatment. The
author rejects the now dated categories of original, borrowed, and foreign words; instead, he defines
'native' and 'non-native' on the basis ofwhether or not agiven lexical item conforms to the rules of
(Gennan) grammar (61). The analysis is naturally based on the former set ofwords. The theoretical
framework, then, is made up by Praguian analytical devices, including contrasts, minimal pairs,
distinctive value, allophones and altemants, as weIl as pattem congruity. The author's point of
departure is undoubtedly practical; but he does not tell the reader that the notion of phoneme as it was
known in 1939 has since gone through a period of neglect-in which SPE certainly had a hand-and
that since its reemergence it is not used in quite the original sense. However, fair recompensation is
in store at the end of the book, in the form of a digest of current phonological frameworks.
4. The chapter on the phoneme inventory of present-day German ("Das Phonemsystem des
Deutschen", 79-173) evinces the author's erudition as weil as his theoretical/methodological
rigour.
The feature system he proposes shows some influence of the post-SPE climate while it also preserves
Praguian values in that he expressly utilizes phonotactic criteria in the phonological evaluation of
certain components. Some doubts nevertheless remain. (i) Are all features binary? In the case of
tongue body features, more than two significant positions are phonologically required. The set of
features is therefore assumed to include an extra item (i.e. two binary features rather than a single
multi-valued scale). The fOUf-way combinability of binary values then provides for a maximum of
four possibilities. This is a reasonable move-yet
it is like representing the third dimension by a
combination of two parallel planes. (ii) German diphthongs are analysed into two-member phoneme
sequences. This interpretation tallies with the phonotactic generalization that word-final vowels are
invariably preceded by a consonant. It follows that the second element of the diphthong in Ei 'egg'
must be a consonant (given that neither the whole diphthong nor its offglide is preceded by a
consonant, the generalization can only be upheld if the word is not vowel-final). Although this is
bome out by historicaI facts, the phonotactic statement itself is not quite true in this form (ef. eh und
jeh), unless one wishes to as sume abstract (archiphonemic) units. Elsewhere-in
particular, in the
phonological analysis of 'non-native' vocabulary-the
author is not reluctant to do exactly that (see
Balkon ~ lbalk:Jr)/, 89).
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S. The treatment of (segmental) phonological rules is also fundamental ("Das phonologische
Regelsystem", 174-86). This chapter is methodologically brilliant primarily because it demonstrates
that rules are just as hierarchically interrelated as (sub)segmental components are. Kertész's classification includes structure building rules (Strukturrege/n) and redundancy rules (Redundanzrege/n) that
are jointly opposed to structure changing rules (A/ternationsrege/n). Within the latter group, the author
includes the category of 'intraducing rules' (Einführungsrege/n; roughly: rules not subject to the
principle of structure preservation), even though in Gerrnan such rules have a small and special range
of application (cf. 259). (Given that ali other rule types are amply documented, the reader was hoping
to find an example, even if a dialectal one, for the last-mentioned type, too. However, in the
appropriate place he has to do with a remote reference. Thus the student who happens not to have read,
say, Hooper's Natural Generative Phonology is deprived of an exciting phonological adventure. On
the other hand, it is didactically most commendable that, in discussing extrinsic rule ordering
categories, the author refrains from covering-along with 'feeding' and 'bleeding' orders which he does
mention, albeit under different names-the corresponding 'counter' orders which might constrain the
application of counterfed (and extend the application of counterbled) rules.)

6. The be st critic of a book is always the exigent author. Having concluded the main body of
discussion, Kertész hastens to add a list of desiderata, i.e. to point out respects in which the foregoing
eleven chapters were inconclusive or not quite satisfactory. These involve (i) alternative phonological
approaches that might provide different solutions and (ii) open issues that could be settled by
extending the frame of reference. In short, self-revision is cal!ed for. This task is fulfilled in the form
of a discussion of a specific problem area, that of wn/aut, in terrns of various other theoretical
frameworks ("Ausblick am Beispiel des Umlauts", 195-235). Three frameworks are chosen: Natural,
Autosegmental, and Lexical Phonology. The subject-matter of discussion is thc set of ala umlaut
alternations of the type Ka/biKa/be, /agl/age.
Al! three frameworks are presented as we might expect them to be. (i) Natural Phonology (and
Natural Grammar in general) is appropriate for discussing historicaI aspects of semantic markednes5
as it relates to /Im/allt; (ii) Autosegmental Phonology traces um/aut back to (harmonic) spreading as
an explanatory principle (with the usual difficulties that spring from the theoretical insufficiency 01
this approach, cf. 'mhr - (ich) wahre - (es) wahrt - Walmll7g, in the case of which a necessary ;
component cannot be ascribed to the representation shared by these !exical items in a consistent way):
and (iii) in temlS of Lexical Phono!ol,,ry, the issue is related to lexical levels and to the Elsewhen
Condition. (The reader here misses an explanation of alternative plurals like Worl- WörterlWorle tha'
would have been made possible by the theoretical machinery of Lexicai Phonology-in
particular
one invoking the device of 'inverted loop' that is assumed to be able to skip levcIs and go directly inte
the syntactic component rather than go back to an earlier lexicaI level.)
7. The book refers to itself as a "Lehrbuch" in several instances. It is indeed primarily a textbook, ane
follows the requirements of that genre in the way it presents its material. Numerous 'problems
(exercises) are provided (with the cooperation of Katalin Szilágyi); model solutions to those problem:
are also given in an appendix ("Anhang", 237-67). Both the exercises and the solutions are presentec
in an easy-to-follow forrnal. (Although the latter includes some instances that could have becn furthe
simplified, e.g.
g -) j / I _
_

Silbengrenze oder
Konsonant

could have bcen replaced by g -7 j / 1_ {$; c} cf. 257.) AIso, the author's schoolmasterly attitud
sometimes takes him too far: on p. 177, the student is asked to analyse various branches of sport usin,
binary feat1.1resand to provide redundancy rules.to aecount for their interdependencies.
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By way of a summary, we can go back to the Schopenhauer quote in the introduction: the book
discusses its subject-matter in a coherent manner, its presentation is dear and altogether wel/grounded.
Tamás Szende

Georges Molinié-Pierre
Paris 1994. 354 pp.

Cahné (eds): Qu'est-ce

que le style? Presses Universitaires

de France,

This volume contains the proceedings of a colloquium held 9-ll October 1991 at Sorbonne, Paris,
organised by P. Cahné and G. Molinié. Eighteen of the papers read there (or rather, their extended
versions, complete with footnotes and full references) are inc1uded. At the end of the contents page,
the editors announce with regret that Nicolas Ruwet's paper ("Le styJe, une notion préthéorique") was
unavailable for inclusion in this volume. This is indeed regrettable.
The volume is introduced by a "Préface" by Pierre Larthomas and a section entitlcd "Préliminaire"
by Robert Martin. Thus, it inc1udes a total oftwenty well-written essays. The actual con ference papers
are presented in an alphabetical order of authors' names. This means that the volume has no internal
structure, as is appropriate to the great variety (not to say 'heterogeneity') of the papers both in terms
of contents and attitude. However, it is to be noted that the volume has no subject index or index of
names, either. This makes it rather diffieult, at lea st initially, for the reader to get orientated.
The conference in October 1991 was entitled "What is style?". Nevertheless, the papers presented
there covered a much wider area of topics. Apart from the issue of what style is, they involved the
following, equally thomy, questions: What is stylistics? What should stylistics look Iike? What is its
research objective and what is its range of competence? How do es it relatc to rhetorics, poetics,
semiotics (or, using the Freneh tenn, sémiologie), etc.? Most papers are ofa theoretical or methodological
perspective but some are actual stylistic studies: Jean-Michel Adam analyses the first sentence of
Rimbaud's pro se poem "Une saison dans l'Enfer" as a stylistic object; Michel Arrivé (the same Arrivé
who, in 1969, gavc a funeral to stylistics) writes about the style of Lacan the psychoanalytical
philosopher. The morc theoretically-oriented papers also inc1ude a number of fine and thorough
stylistic analyses like that by Riffaterre on Balzac and Proust or that by Harald Wcinrich on the
Chanson de Roland. Comeil1c and Giraudoux.
The con ference participants were almost al1 Frenchmen, except for nvo Gennans (Wolf-Dieter
Stempel, Harald Weinrich), the veteran Michael Riffaterre who could best be described as American,
as weil as Hungarian-bom Áron Kibédi Varga (University of Amsterdam).
The volume includes a number of 'famous namcs' (in addition tho those mentioned so far, we
could pick, more or less at random, Michel Le Guem, Georges Molinié, Jean Molino, Fran~ois
Rastier). But the largest amount of new ideas, according to this reviewer, were offered in the papers
by Riffaterre and Weinrich. These will be described in some more detail now.
Riffaterre's paper "L'inscription du sujet" presents the reader with a brainteaseI' in its title. Here,
inscription does not mean 'epigraph' or 'dedieation' but signifies a peculiar new concept: the process
by which the speaker, the subject ofwritten communication 'inscribes' himself into the text. In other
words, this is a 'textualization' of the narrator. In particular, Riffaterre introduces two subtypes,
'intertextual' and 'anamorphic' inscription.
The former is exemplified by an extract from Balzac's "Paysans". Both in the narration and in
the perception of the love episode, a crucial factor is what is known as 'intertext' , i.e. the 'text between
texts': a set of my ths, commonplaces, literary motifs and clichés as the writer's and the reader's shared
background knowledge. (See two earlier studies by thc same author: "Fonction du cliché dans la prose
Iittéraire" and "L'étude stylistique des formes littéraires conventionnelles". In: Riffaterre, M. 197\.
Essais de stylistique structurale, 161-81 and 182-202. Flammarion, Paris.)
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